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Abstract Self-organizing maps (SOMs) were used to explore relationships between large-scale synoptic
conditions, especially vertically integrated water vapor transport (IVT), and extreme precipitation events in
the U.S. Intermountain West (IMW). By examining spatial patterns in the IVT, pathways are identified where
moisture can penetrate into the IMW. A substantial number of extreme precipitation events in the IMW
are associated with infrequently occurring synoptic patterns. The transition frequency between each of the
SOM nodes, which indicate temporal relationships between the patterns, identified two synoptic settings
associated with extreme precipitation in the IMW: (1) a landfalling, zonally propagating trough that results in
a concentrated IVT band that moves southward as the system moves inland and (2) a southwesterly storm
track associated with strong ridging over the coast that results in persistent IVT transport into the Pacific
Northwest that can last for several days.

1. Introduction

During the cool season, the semiarid climate of the U.S. Intermountain West (IMW) often experiences extreme
precipitation events associated with landfalling extratropical cyclones [Leung and Qian, 2009; Neiman et al.,
2013; Rutz and Steenburgh, 2012; Rutz et al., 2014]. In the IMW, a majority of these extreme precipitation events
are linked to atmospheric river (AR) events on the coast that penetrate into the interior of the western United
States. [Neiman et al., 2013; Rutz and Steenburgh, 2012; Rutz et al., 2014]. An example of one such event was
observed in January of 2010 when an AR event brought widespread precipitation, high-elevation blizzard con-
ditions, flash flooding, and loss of life to the Southwest United States. [Neiman et al., 2013; Hughes et al., 2014].

Understanding how these systems transport moisture into the IMW and the pathways they take through the
complex terrain is a relatively new area of study. The moisture pathways associated with storms originating
over the Pacific may vary greatly between adjacent regions in the IMW. For example, moisture associated
with extreme precipitation events in Northern Idaho passes through the Columbia River valley, whereas
moisture that impacts Southern Idaho often passes over the California central valley and continues northeast-
ward around the high Sierras [Alexander et al., 2015 and Rutz et al., 2015].

Over the past 15 years, the use of self-organizing maps (SOMs) [Kohonen, 2001] has expanded within a wide
variety of disciplines [Kaski et al., 1998;Oja et al., 2003; Liu andWeisberg, 2011]. SOMs are a type of neural network
algorithm that uses unsupervised learning to organize input data into representative groups, where neighboring
patterns are more similar than distant patterns. SOMs, being a nonlinear method, have advantages over
traditional linear methods such as principal component analysis (PCA). When using PCA, the number of compo-
nents to retain is highly dependent on the ability to represent the system using orthogonal functions, which can
be problematic in highly nonlinear systems. Reusch et al. [2005] compared the ability of SOMs to PCA on
synthetic data sets and found that PCA is not able to isolate blended (nonlinear) patterns, while SOMs can.

In the geosciences, where data sets are consistently expanding and becoming more complex, SOMs have
become a valuable tool for reducing data set dimensionality and organization. For example, Johnson et al.
[2008] used SOMs to describe the eastward shift of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) observed over the
past 35 years, and Nigro and Cassano [2014] applied SOMs to identify surface wind patterns over the Ross
Ice Shelf in Antarctica. SOMs have also been applied to help better understand extreme weather and climate
events [Cassano et al., 2015, 2006; Cavazos, 2000]. Cassano et al. [2015] used SOMs to relate localized extreme
temperature events in the Arctic to the large-scale synoptic environment. For a thorough review of the use of
SOMs in the atmospheric and oceanic sciences, see Liu and Weisberg [2011].
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The IVT is a useful quantity to studymoisture transport; however, it is highly nonlinear, especially in areas with
complex terrain. Using a method, such as SOMs, which is not constrained by orthogonality can be more
useful than traditional linear methods. In this study we use SOMs of IVT to explore the relationship between
the large-scale synoptic environment and extreme precipitation events in the IMW.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. CFSR Data Set

The Climate Forecast System Reanalysis (CFSR) data set provided by the National Center for Environmental
Prediction is the main source for the gridded atmospheric fields used in this study [Saha et al., 2010]. The
CFSR is a global atmospheric, oceanic, land, and sea ice reanalysis, with horizontal resolution of T382
(~40 km) and 64 vertical levels. The CFSR analysis fields are archived on 0.5° horizontal grid with a temporal
resolution of 6 h. For this study we focus on the cool-season months (October–March) from 1979 to 2010 and
our domain extends from 130°W to 110°W and 30° to 50°N.

2.2. Livneh Precipitation Data Set

High-resolution (1/16°) precipitation data recently developed by Livneh et al. [2013, hereafter L2013] were
used to identify days with high amounts of precipitation. The data set covers the conterminous United
States and extends into southwestern Canada to cover the Columbia River watershed. This data set is daily
and derived from nearly 20,000 NOAA Cooperative Observer stations. The temporal and spatial domain is
identical to that of the CFSR data set mentioned above.

2.3. Hierarchical SOMs of Standardized IVT Anomaly

For all of the cool-season days, the SOM analysis is performed on the magnitude of the standardized inte-
grated vapor transport anomaly, |IVT|′, using only CFSR grid points over land. The IVT is computed using

the horizontal CFSR winds V and specific humidity q on model pressure levels from the surface to 300 hPa

(IVT ≡∫
300hPa

SFC Vq=g
� �

dp) [e.g., Neiman et al., 2008]. The IVT in the Pacific maritime environment and the coastal

western United States is generally much greater than in the IMW; so in order to highlight the IVT anomalies
over the IMW we trained the SOMS only using land points and standardized the anomalies by dividing the
grid values by the local standard deviation for each month.

The SOM patterns are obtained from the composite average of the days within each node, where the number
of patterns is chosen by the user prior to training the SOM. In this study, we use two sets of SOMs. First, we con-
struct a low order 2× 2 SOM of |IVT|′. The most frequently occurring pattern, which occurs on nearly half of the
days (Figure 1), is negative over most of the domain, and little precipitation occurs over the western United
States on the days in this “dry node” (supporting information Figure 1). We then remove these days with
negative |IVT|′ and negative precipitation anomalies and train our SOM on the remaining days but using a
3×3 SOM. Prior to settling on this SOM architecture, we explored using a wide variety of SOM node configura-
tions and parameters (i.e. learning rate, neighborhood function, and radius). In all cases, the dominant patterns
were nearly identical, suggesting these results are not sensitive to the SOM configuration chosen.

2.4. Extreme Precipitation Mapping

To relate the SOM patterns to extreme events, we identify extreme precipitation days in L2013 at every grid
point throughout the domain. We define extreme as the top 2% of days with any precipitation that occurred
during the cool season (October–March) during the 32 years of the study. We then map the days at each
point in this extreme precipitation climatology to the days in each SOM node. This provides us with a map
relating each SOM node to extreme precipitation throughout the IMW.

2.5. SOM Transitions

With any clustering technique, computing the transition frequency from each node (or centroid) to the other
nodes can provide valuable information on how the nodes temporally relate to each other. Since the SOM
composites are made up of individual days, we can simply look at all of the days in each node and see which
node they occurred at some other time. Here we compute the 1 day lead transition frequency for all nine
nodes in the 3 × 3 SOM; in this case, in addition to node-node transitions, transitions can leave the SOM
because of the dry-day removal.
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3. Results
3.1. SOMs and SOM Pattern Transitions

In order to capture the large-scale synoptic setting, composites of the synoptic IVT and 500 hPa geopotential
height fields were generated over a larger domain. Figure 1 reveals four distinctive |IVT|′ patterns: predomi-
nantly dry (1), southern (2), northern (3), and central (4). Within each of these patterns, there appears to be
little or no seasonal dependence (supporting information Figure 2). The dry pattern is the most frequently
occurring pattern (~48% of the time) and has a low mean pattern correlation (0.26). Creating composites
of similar patterns with slightly different anomaly locations can result in a “broadening” or “smearing” of
the anomaly in the composites. Examining the mean pattern correlation can help us determine if this is true.
The mean pattern correlation indicates how well the patterns on individual days assigned to a SOM node
resemble the composite average of all days within that node. Given the low mean pattern correlation in
the dry pattern, we further examined the ratio of |IVT|′ and the standard deviation of |IVT|′ (supporting infor-
mation Figure 3). This can be thought of as signal-to-variability map, and when used in conjunction with the
anomaly map (Figure 1), we can determine if the anomalies are statistically significant. In both Figure 1 and
supporting information Figure 1, the signs and locations of the maximum and minimum for the dry pattern
are the same (spatial correlations >0.98), but the magnitude is much greater in supporting information
Figure 1, which suggests lower variability where the signal is strongest, in this case over the IMW.

The 2×2 SOM is useful for identifying the days with little to no observedwidespread precipitation over the IMW
but does not provide enough detail to resolve the wide variety of systems that are responsible for days with

Figure 1. A 2 × 2 SOM composite of standardized integrated vapor transport anomaly. In the lower left corner of each plot,
the frequency of occurrence for each pattern (F) and the mean pattern correlation (ρ) are labeled.
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precipitation. To do this, we train a 3×3 SOM on the 52% of “wet” days remaining after dry-day removal. For the
3×3 configuration, composites were generated for |IVT|′ (Figure 2) and IVT with 500hPa geopotential height
contours overlaid (Figure 3). The primary patterns, typically centered about the corner patterns, in the 3×3 |
IVT|′ composite are southern (1), central (7), and northern (3, 6, and 9). For the northern patterns, we refer to
these three patterns as one because of their large cross-pattern correlations (~0.9; supporting information
Table 1). The northern patterns occur much more frequently than the other primary patterns, ~21% of days,
whereas the southern and central patterns account for only ~8 and ~1.5% of days, respectively. These frequen-
cies are consistent with previous studies of ARs in the western United States [Neiman et al., 2008; Rutz et al.,
2015]. There are relatively little to no seasonal dependencies observed within the nodes (supporting informa-
tion Figure 4), with the exception being the northern central pattern, which shows a middle-to-late season bias.

Transitional patterns are identified by examining the cross-pattern correlations (supporting information
Table 1). Off-corner patterns that correlate similarly with a pair of neighboring primary patterns are defined
as transitional. These patterns generally show a smooth transition between the primary patterns and are
identified as southern central (4), northern central (8), and hybrid central (5). The southern central pattern
is associated with a trough centered over northern California, forcing moisture to the south and around
the high Sierra Nevada into southern California and Nevada. Hybrid central has characteristics common to

Figure 2. A 3 × 3 SOM composite of standardized integrated vapor transport anomaly, |IVT|′.
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all of the primary patterns and can be thought of as a weighted average of all the days used in the SOM. The
northern central pattern is associated with a moderate strength ridge centered over the Southwest United
States. (Figure 3), leading to a more southwesterly storm track. Pattern (2) is neither a primary nor transitional
pattern but rather consists of storm systems that are offshore and have yet to make landfall (Figure 3). Since
we train our SOM using points over land only, storm systems responsible for some precipitation but that are
mostly located offshore and have a weak |IVT|′ signal over land, generally get grouped together in this
pattern. The 500 hPa geopotential height for pattern (2) shows a nearly zonal pattern resulting from compo-
siting systems with differing positions offshore.

We examine how each node relates to each other temporally by computing the node transition frequency. To
compute the transition frequency for any particular node, all of the days in that node are examined and we
determine which of the other nodes contain the day after (lag). Performing this for all of the days in all of the
nodes gives us a table of how the patterns transition to one another or to the dry pattern identified in the
2 × 2 SOM (Table 1).

From a synoptic viewpoint, we expect there to be transitioning between some of the nodes. For example, in
an extratropical cyclone, moisture-rich air often extends from ahead of the cold front southwesterly away

Figure 3. A 3 × 3 SOM composite of integrated vapor transport, IVT. Overlaid on the IVT contours are contours of the
500 hPa geopotential height (m).
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from the surface low. Thus, when these systemsmove zonally over the coast, the location of themoisture-rich
air is often southwest of the surface low. Examination of the evolution of the IVT field of a landfalling extra-
tropical cyclone would reveal a band of moisture moving down the coast.

Examining the lag transitions for the dominant central pattern, we notice that ~54% of the time this central
pattern transitions into more southern nodes, southern, and southern central, consistent with an extratropi-
cal cyclone making landfall and the cold front sweeping south down the coast. However, this is not true for
the dominant northern patterns. Northern patterns transition to more southerly patterns (i.e., northern
central and central) only ~10% of the time and instead often last several days (i.e., northern patterns exhibit
persistence). Treating the three northern patterns as one and recomputing the transition frequency we
observe that ~50% of the time the northern pattern is persistent for at least 2 days, whereas the southern
and central patterns persist about 20–25% of the time.

This persistence suggests that the synoptic conditions associated with these northern patterns are different
than that those of southern patterns. One possible explanation for this persistent northern pattern would be

Table 1. One Day Lead Transitional Frequencies Between the 3 × 3 SOM Node Configurationsa

aThe number below each box represents the 1 day lead transition frequency from the dry days removed using the 2 × 2 SOM.
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a southwest to northeast storm track, which would result in a persistent IVT anomaly across the coast for
several days, whereas a west to east storm track would produce an IVT anomaly that moves southerly.
During the cool season in the Pacific Northwest, a southwesterly storm track is often observed in combination
with storms moving over the Gulf of Alaska [Rodionov et al., 2007]. In this study our domain does not extend
far enough to the north and west to capture systems in the Gulf of Alaska; however, ridging over the western
United States often accompanies these systems, which we can capture within our domain. Examining the
500 hPa geopotential height fields (Figure 3), it is evident that the central to southern progression is
associated with a trough propagating zonally, while the persistent northern pattern is associated with a
stationary ridge over the coast.

3.2. Extreme Mapping

To examine how each of the 3 × 3 SOM nodes relates to extreme precipitation events in the IMW, wemapped
the days from each node to L2013 extreme precipitation days (Figure 4). Comparing the |IVT|′ patterns and
the extreme mapping illustrates how minor differences in the location of the |IVT|′ maximum can strongly
affect extreme precipitation event distribution across the western US.

The southern pattern, which accounts for 7.7% of the days with precipitation, corresponds with roughly
40–50% of the extreme events that occur throughout the Southwest United States and upward of 65% of

Figure 4. Extreme precipitation frequency derived from high-resolution precipitation data set (L2013) mapped onto 3 × 3
SOM nodes.
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the extreme events in some parts of southern Arizona. Also, this southern pattern appears to be contributing
up to ~40% of extreme precipitation events deep into the IMW, in places such as Utah, Colorado, and
Wyoming. The SOM southern central transitional pattern accounts for a majority of the remaining extreme
events observed in the Southwest United States. Over the southern edge of the Colorado plateau, this pattern
accounts for over 70% of extreme precipitation events at some locations. The northward shift of the |IVT|′
maximum from southern to southern central shows more extreme precipitation over the Mogollon Rim
and less precipitation downstream in Colorado, Wyoming, and Montana, which suggests that the more
southern pathway is less impeded by the high topography of the Mogollon Rim (southern terminus of the
Colorado plateau) and can transport moisture further inland.

The central |IVT|′ pattern occurs less frequently than any other pattern, ~1.3% of the time, but at some loca-
tions in the Sierras and southern Idaho, this pattern is associated with upward of 40% of the extreme preci-
pitation events. The spatial distribution of these extreme events also supports findings in a previous study
where the pathways for the moisture associated with extreme precipitation events in southern Idaho were
seen to take a path north through the California Central Valley before turning east toward southern Idaho
[Alexander et al., 2015]. This pattern impacts the coastal mountains of Central and Northern California and
penetrates into the IMW where it impacts southern and central Idaho.

Extreme precipitation along the western United States coast from Oregon into southern British Columbia is
generally associated with the northern patterns. In the IMW these patterns are associated with extreme
precipitation events in northern Idaho and western Montana. In the northern pattern, high IVT is confined
to just west of the Cascade Mountains with a filament of high IVT air extending east through the Columbia
River Valley, especially pattern 6 (Figure 2). Previous work by Alexander et al. [2015] and Rutz et al. [2015] both
identify this preferred pathway for moisture through the Columbia River Valley and fuel storms downstream
in northern Idaho and Western Montana.

4. Conclusions

We showed that using self-organizing maps (SOMs), trained on the magnitude integrated water vapor
transport anomaly over the IMW, could be a valuable tool when trying to relate localized extreme precipita-
tion to the large-scale synoptic conditions. In some regions of the IMW, a substantial amount (~70%) of the
localized extreme precipitation is associated with infrequently (~1.5%) occurring synoptic conditions. SOMs
first organize the data by using spatial patterns in the data and looking at the 1 day lag transition between the
nodes further elucidates temporal relationships. We were able to identify two synoptic settings for storms
impacting the western United States: (1) a landfalling, zonally propagating trough that results in a moisture
bandmoving southward down theWest Coast and (2) a stationary ridge pattern over the West Coast, causing
persistent conditions that can last several days. Examining the SOM composites of IVT also identified
preferred moisture pathways through the complex and high terrain. For example, moisture reaching central
Idaho takes a path through the California Central Valley before turning northeastward, whereas moisture
reaching northern Idaho and western Montana travels through the Columbia River Valley. These different
pathways for northern and southern Idaho are identical to pathways identified by Rutz et al. [2015].
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